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Abstract (en)
A machine for carrying out palletized package (P) comprising a load (C) supported by a support means (S) is provided with at least a wrapping
device (100), a film rolling device (101) downstream the wrapping device (100) and, interposed between them (100, 101), an inserting device (102,
103) assigned to insert support means below a load. The wrapping device (100) comprises a first wrapping means (3) for wrapping a load (C) in
almost vertical packaging film coils (B) and it comprises at least a horizontal first ring conveyor means (7) and assigned to support and to move
through the first wrapping means (3) and along a forward direction, the load (C). Said first ring conveyor means (7) has a fixed end (8) upstream
the first wrapping means (3) end a mobile end (9) translating through the first wrapping means (3). The inserting device (102, 103) comprises a
transfer conveyor means (13) receiving from the first ring conveyor means (7) the wrapped load (C) and transferring the latter (C) onto respective
transport means (27, 33) transporting and inserting a support means (S) below said load (C) carrying out a palletized package (P). The film rolling
device (101) comprises a respective second wrapping means (17) similar to the wrapping device (3) and a forward conveyor means (21) receiving
the palletized package (P) from the inserting device (102, 103) and sited close and upstream of the active zone of the second wrapping means
(17). Said film rolling device (101) further comprises a translating conveyor means (24) sited downstream the forward conveyor means (21) and
receiving from the latter (21) the palletized package (P). Said translating conveyor means (24) is connected to shift means moving it (24) between an
adjacent condition where the translating conveyor means (24) is close to the forward conveyor means (21) and a spaced apart condition where said
translating conveyor means (24) is spaced from the forward conveyor means (21).
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